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NON -LINEAR EQUATIONS FOR A SHALLOW UNSYMMETI'RICAL SANDWICH 
Abstract 
SHELL OF DOUBLE CURVATURE 
by Robert E. Fulton 
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Equations are derived which governed the behavior of an elastic 
unsymmetrical doubly-curved sandwich sheil. The face sheets may be of 
unequal thicknesses and of different materials. The equations include 
the non-linear effects; however, the restriction is made that the 
radii of curvature of the element are large when compared with the 
overall thickness of the sandwich. 
The variational procedure is used to obtain three equations which 
govern the behavior of the shell and to determine the required boundary 
conditions. These resulting eQuations can be expressed in terms of a 
stress function, the radial deflection and a function which includes 
the contribution of the core. For the symnetrical case where the face 
.heets are of e~u&l thickneSSeS and the same materials these equations 
are shown to reduce to those given by Grigolyuk in 1957. For an 
exa.ple the equations are used to obtain the critical load and the 
sn&p -through load of a square cylindrical shell se ction loaded in the 
longitudinal direction. 
1. Introduction 
The field of sandwich construction, while not new, has become 
quite important in recent years due to improvements in manufactur,ing 
techniqUes. It has long been recognized as an efficient method of 
obtaining a light weight cClllpression member but the cost of construc-
tion prohibits its use. However, 8,5 new manufacturing methods are 
being developed which make the use of sandwiches economically feasible, 
the desirability to have more research data. is becoming increasingly 
important. 
The first significant contribution to an understanding of the 
behavior of sa.ndvich shells was presented by Reissner (1)* wherein he 
evaluated the effects of shear deformations and core compressions which 
differentiate the sandwich theory fran the ordinary shell theory ba.sed 
on the Kirchhoff-Love assumption. Since that time numerous papers have 
been published evaluating the effect of various parameters and dis-
cussing the analytical. and experimentaJ.. results of studies dealing with 
statically loaded cylindrical shells (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 24). 
More recent investigations have extended the theory to include 
doubly-curved shells (il, 12, 13), fully plastic cores (14), creep (15), 
min~ weight (16, 17, 18, 23), and free vibr&tions (19, 25). A 
recent major addition to the literature has been the accumulation of 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to references at the end of the paper. 
some of the significant results into two monographs edited by 
Aleksandrova (19). A rather thorough bibliography of the field and a 
discussion of some significant contributions is presented in a report 
by the author (17). 
In this paper are developed non-linear equations governing the 
behavior of an elastic doubly-curved shallow sandwich shell with un-
symmetrical faces. It is assumed that the core undergoes only trans-
verse shear deformations and that a line through the undeformed core 
remains straight when deformed but not necessarily perpendicular to 
the middle surface of the shell. It is further assumed that the total 
thickne ss of the shell element is small ccmpared to the radii of curva-
ture. The face sheets, however, are assumed to satisfy the Kircbboff-
Love assumption and their thicknesses while not equal are small com-
pared with the overall thickness of the sandwich section. It is like-
wise assumed that the core compression in a direction normal to the 
middle surface of the shell is negligible. The properties of each 
layer are differentj however, for simplicity Poisson's ratio is assumed 
to be the SaDe for all layers. 
2. Compatibility Relationship for Each Face Sheet 
If the expressions for strains for the ith face sheet in the x 
and y directions are noted as €li and €2i' respectively, the trans-
verse shear strain as 'i' curvature in the x and y directions as ~ and 
x2' and the twist as ~2' Equations (1) hold true for each of the 
separate face sheets. 
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where u i ' Vi' VI are the middle surface displacements of the ith face 
sheet considered in the x,y,z directions, reapective1y, and R1 and R2 
are the radii of curvature of the plate elements in the x and y 
direction, respectively (see Figure 1). The subscripts x and y denote 
differentiation with respect to x and y, respectively. 
By differentiating €li twice with respect to y, €2i twice with 
respect to x, 1i with respect to x and y and adding one obtain. the 
compatibility relationship between the strains given as Equation (2). 
2 
- w :: 0 
xy 
i = 1,2 
~ Equations of Equilibrium 
The first variation of the strain energy 5Vi for the ith face 
sheet can be written as Equation (3)·(see Figure 1). 
a
2 
b
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(2) 
where N1i, N2i, and Tli :::I T2i :: Ti are the normaJ.. and shearing forces; 
~i' M2i, and Hli = H2i = Hi are the bending and twisting moments; and. 
Pi 1s the external distributed load acting nonaal to the middle sur-
face of the sheet. 
The starred terms refer to the external boundary forces and the 
a's and b' s are the coordinates of the e~es of the shell in the x and 
y directions, respectively. 
Let the moment-curvature and stress-strain relations for each face 
sheet be given by Equations ~4). 
~i= -D (w + ~ y ) i xx T.f 
( 4) 
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and where Ei , \J, ti refer to YOungl~ modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the 
thickness or the ith face sheet considered. 
A comment should be made at this point· regarding the notation used 
throughout the paper. Where forces and strains in the face sheets may 
differ both in direction and in the two face sheets, dual subscripts 
are used. When this occurs, the first subscript refers to the direc-
tion or the force of strain and the second refers to the face sheet 
under consideration. Thus €21 signifies the at rain in the y-direction 
in the upper face and M12 refers to the moment in the x-direction on the 
lower :face. 
The first variation of the strains in Equations (1) yield. 
Equations (5). 
5€li Bu, 
ow ~w - + W 
lX Rl x x 
0€2i oViy 
ow 8w - - + WI 
R2 Y Y 
07i = Ou. + evix + w ~ + w ~w ( 5) ly x y Y x 
5~ 5w xx 
5X2 ow yy 
5x12 = ow xy 
Substituting Equations (5) into Equation (3) and integrating by 
parts yields the first variation of the strain energy of the ith face 
sheet given by Equation (6) 
BV i = J a2 J b2 {[NliX + Tiy] &i + [N2iy + Tix] !lv i 
al b l 
4 
( 6) 
-Ja~(T2: -Ti ) 5ui + (N2: - N2i ) 5Vi - (M2: - M2i ) 1::iWy 
a l 
where i has the range 1, 2. 
The variation in the total strain energy of the two face sheets is 
equal to the sum of the two variations or 
where V F refers te, the total strain energy of the faces and VI and V 2 
are the strain euergies of the upper and lower face sheets, respect-
ively. 
For the variation of the tot8.l strain energy of the shell there re-
mains only 1".0 inc~ude the contribution of the core. 
Consider now the equilibrium of the core element. It is assumed 
that the 20re undergoes only shear deformations and fUrther that.a line 
initially straight before deformation remains straight in the deformed 
state, however} not necessarily perpendicular to the middle surface of 
the shell. Therefore, a diagram of the values of u, the core dis-
placements in the x direction is given by Figure 2. 
Referring to Figure 2 it is seen that the displacements of a point 
in the core in the x and y directions are given by Equations (8), if 
the location of the neutral axis is known. 
t~ 
.-l 
- - VI -2 x (~ +~) [u l C C ..l.. 
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Let the abeariDg strain ot tbe core in the xz plane and yz plane 
be ~ted "13 &D4 "23' reqect1ve~'. Tak1Dc into CODaideration 
Equat10ns (8) there reaul ts 
. h 
"13 • Uz + Vx • e (a - Yx) 
h 
"" "% • T + Y • - (~ - v ) 2..,., Z . l' c 7 
where 
(lO) 
a - 1 (u.. '- u ) 
. h .L 2 
1 ~ - h (T1 - T 2) 
and where the su'bacripta 1 aDd 2 in :lquat1ou (10) reter to the upper 
and lover race sheet •• 
The shearing stresses "13 and 'f23 1D tbe con are related to the atr&ins by 
where G 1. the sbear modulus or the core. 
e 
(ll) 
Since the sbearing strain is cODsidered UIl1torm. across the core the 
first variation or the strain ener!1' ot the core P>V 1. 
c 
Us1ng the relationships or Equat10na (9) and (ll) and integrat1ng 
by parts, one obtains b-cm Equation (12) 
I") _ ~ 
G he;. Q 2 ""2 
av = _c_ J:r [(a- y) e<l+ (~- Y) ~ + (a + ~ - "v) ev}A-t"" 
c c x y x y vv-
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6 
where ~ is the Laplacian operator. 
The total strain energy v ot the shell 1s the SuIll of the contri-
butions of the two tace .Deets aDd the core or 
(14) 
Taldng first variation of Equaticm (14) yields 
(15) 
The expressions tor 'f'J{ 1 and etT 2 are g1 yen by Equation (6) by 
letting i equal 1 and 2. Subst1tuting Equations (6) and (13) into 
Equation (15) yields 
+ (~v ) 5t3 + y 
. I:) 
(a + 13 - v-w) 
x y 
a 
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(16) 
and vere the star. reter to T&l.ues ot the tractions at the boundary. 
These result in 
and 
_ B2h 
u, D U + B ~ B ' a 
.!. 1 J 2 
_ B1h 
u2 = u - B1 + B2 a 
_ B2h 
~::&1+B +B ~ 
1 2 
_ B1h 
0u2 ;; au - B + B eo 1 2 
IItv = 
,""·2 
Subst1 tution or Equations (19) into Equation (16) yields 
8 
(18) 
G h2 
+ M + 2H + pJ Ow + _c_ [- (a-w ) &ex - (t3-w ) 5f3 - (a + t3 2yy xy c x y x y 
Fram Equation (20) the equations of equilibrium are 
9 
( 21a) 
(21b) 
= 0 (21c) 
= 0 (21d) 
:
1 + (N1 w) +: 2 + (N2W) + (Tv) + (Tw) + Mlxx + M~r + 2H + P 1 x x 2 Y Y x Y y X ~J xy 
G h2 
- _c_ (ex + f3 - i2w) :: 0 (21e) 
c x y 
4. Determination of Shell Equations 
The equations ot canpati bili ty of the strains tor each face sheet 
are given by Equation (2). By substituting the relation of Equations 
(4) into Equation (2) there results for the upper face 
2 w W 2" 
+ Bl (1 -f,1 ) (~+ JZ + w w - w ) = 0 ( 22) 
R2 Rl YY xx xy 
and for the lower face 
2 w W 2 
+ B2 (1"11 ) (~+....D. + w w - w ):: 0 (23) 
R2 Rl yy xx xy 
Ei ti 
where B = 2 ; i = 1,2 
i 1 - fJ 
Adding Equations (22) and (23) yields 
2 w W 2 
+ (Bl + B2)(1 - ~ )(~ + ~ + w w - w ) = 0 (24) R2 Rl xx yy xy 
Equation (24) is the equation of compatibility for the two face 
sheets. 
10 
Consider now the equilibrium Equations (21a) and (2lb). Introduce 
the Airy stress function F such that 
N = F , 1 yy N = F , 2 xx T = -F xy 
Equationa (25) satisfy the equilibrium Equations (21a) and (21b). 
Substitution otEquations (25) into the compatibility Equation 
(24) yields 
4 2 W W 2 ~ F + (B1 + B2)(1-~ )(R:X + ~ + Vxx .vyy - Vxy) = 0 (26) 
where v4 = N. 
Consider next the equilibrium. Equations (21c) and (2ld). It the 
relations of Equations (1), (4) and (10) are substituted into Equations 
( 21c ) and (21d) there re sul ts Equations (27a) and (21b). 
(l-u) ~Q (l+~) Gc(Bl + B2) ; 
2 + 2 (ax + ~y)x - c B B (Q-wx):: 0 
. 1 2 
(21&) 
( 1 ) ~ ( 1 ) Gc (Bl + B2 ) : 
-IJ V-A + +~ (a + t3) - (t)- ):: 0 2 ..... 2 x Y l' c B B Vy 
. 1 2 
(27b) 
Differentiating Equation (27a) with respect to x and Equation (27b) 
wi th respect to y and adding results in 
where 
where 
c Bl B2 ~ ---.2 
G (B + B) V- ~ - ~ + V'w = 0 
c 1 2 
cp = a + ~ 
x y 
Equation (28) may also be written sa 
(29) 
( 31) 
. Consider finally Equation (21e). Using the relations ot Equations 
(4), (25) and (29) results in 
- 1 1 (Dl + D2 ) 'J W - (- + w ) F - (-R + W ) F + 2w F Rl xx. yy 2 yy xx xy xy 
11 
G b,2 
+ _c_ (q> _ if-W) ~ p = 0 
c 
( 32) 
Thus the determination of the stresses and defo~ations of an un~ 
symmetrical sandwich shell of double curvature has nov been reduced to 
the solution of three non-linear partial differential equations with 
the appropriate boundary' conditions. The three Equations ( 26) J (30) 
and (32), are summarized beloy for convenience. 
where 
411 ( Dl + D2) '\l v - (R + v ) F - (- + w ) F + 2w F 1 xx yy R2 yy xx xy xy 
~ 
k = 
G h2 
+ _c_ (q> _ ifw) - p = 0 
c 
a + 13 
x y 
c Bl B2 
Gc(Bl + B2) 
D = i 
1 
a - h (u1 
1 . 
13 = .::: (v h 1 
N = F , 2 xx T = -F xy 
(26) 
( 30) 
( 32) 
It can be shown that Equations (26), (30) and (32) reduce to the 
equations given by Grigolyuk (12) if the face sheets are of equal thick-
ness and of the same material. If t, = tn = t, and E, = E~ = E, then 
.J.. c: B ...L. t::. . 
Bl = B2 = B, Dl D2 = D, h = c + t, k = ~ and Equation (26) bec~es 
c 
4 2 w v 
'\l F + 2B (1 - ~ ) (RXX +...ll.R + W v 
2 1 yy JG:: 
2 
- w ) = 0 
xy 
Equations (30) and (32) then became Equations (34) and (35) 
12 
( 33) 
( 34) 
4 
2D V y - (l:... + w ) F - (.!.. + Y1 ) F + 2w F - P Rl xx YY R2 yy xx xy xy 
G h2 
+ ..E- (q> - i2w) = 0 (35) 
c 
where 
( 36) 
As 18 shown by Grisolyuk cp can be eliminated fraD. Equations (34) 
and (;5) by proper differentiation to yield 
c G 
+ ('if - DoC) [-
where D • c~ 
o I 
( 37) 
(-R + W ) F - (- + w ) F + 2F w - p :: 0 11' ] 1 xx yy R2 yy xx xyxy 
Equation (37) and Equation (;;) are ot the __ tOl'll .. the results 
given by Reissner tor a saodvich plate (21, 22) vbeD ~ :: R2 ~ - • 
.2.:. Boundary Condi tiona 
From Equation (20) one can obtain the appzopriate bound.ar7 con-
di t10ns for the probl_. Among the 110" t.portant caabinat10ns ot the 
boundary condi tiona which can be apJ11e4 tor & rectangular boundary are 
those g1 yen by Equations (!8) throqh (~). 
1. Along the ed8es x :: ~, X :: &2 
Either * • =-, 1 77 (38a) 
or ( 38b) 
Either * T z_p 
xy ( 39&) 
or v z 0 ( 39b) 
Either ( 40&) 
or a::O ( 4ob) 
13 
Either 
or 
or 
lither 
or 
Either 
or 
Either 
or 
Either 
or 
Either 
or 
Either 
or 
~ - 0 
y - 0 7 
* ~ - P7.1YX - PxyYy - 2(1-p)(D1+D2)VX17 
G h2 
- (D1+])2)(VXXX + ,,'WX7Y) - + (o-yx) 
v-o 
* T --P 
X7 
-u-o 
* .-~ 2 xx 
a-O 
~ = 0 
W ZE 0 ,. 
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( 41a) 
( 41b) 
( It.2a) 
(lteb) 
( 4l6a) 
(44b) 
(45b) 
(46&) 
( 1&) 
(47&) 
( ltSa) 
( 48b) 
Either * ~ = FxxWy - Fxywx - 2(1-~)(Dl+D2)Wxxy 
G h2 ( 49&) 
- (Dl +D2)(Vyyy + ~ Vxxy) -~ (~-Wy) 
or w = 0 ( 49b) 
6. Example 
As an exsaple of a solution to the &torea&i d equations and bound-
ary conditions, consider a square ~ctaDgular s~ply supported curved 
plate subjected to a normal torce W parallel to its directrix along 
the edge x :: 0, X = a (Figure 3). It is required to determine the . 
critical load -ror this problem. and to investigate the' post buckling 
behavior of the shall.Oy shell. 
For this probl~ Rl = c, R2 = R, a = b and Equations (26), (30) and 
(32) become 
4 2 2 w ~ F = (B + B )(1 - ~ )(Y - W W -~) (50) 1 2 xy xx yy R 
(1 - k v;/-) cP = i2w (51) 
G h2 
(-Rl + w )F + 2 w F + _c_ (cp - ifw) = 0 yyxx xyxy c 
( 52). 
It is convenient to rewrite Equation (52) with the use of Equation 
(51) as 
-where 
and D1 , D2, B1 , B2 and k are as defined previously. 
The boundary conditions for the problem are as follows: 
1. along x = 0, x = a 
* F ::-N yy 
F = 0 
xy 
a +~ =q:>=0 
x y 
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( 55a.) 
( 55b) 
( 55c) 
G 
1-
( )5d) 
W = 0 ( 55e) 
2. a.long Y = 0, y = a 
Fry = 0 ( 56&) 
P'xx :: 0 ( 5Gb) 
( 56c) 
* M = 0 2 ( 5&1) 
Y = 0 ( 56e) 
The method o't solution 'Will be that sugge.ted by Kur8hin in the 
collection of Aleksandrova (20) and 18 quite convenient tor' equations 
similar to the above. 
AS81.nne that 
where w is a constant. 
o 
w = w 
o 
sin !! sin :5Z 
a a 
When Equation (57) is substituted in Equation (50) and (51), the 
two resulting equations can be integrated exactly. Using these 
solutions Equation (52) will then be solved approx~ely using the 
method of Galerkin. 
Substi tution of Equation (57) into Equation (50) and integratlDg 
yields 
C v 2 elY 2 N* 2 
F == l3~ (cos 2:X + cos 2~) + Y 8.2 sin :' sin ~ - T-
~ (58) 
where 
Likewise, substituting Equation (57) into Equation (51) and inte-
grating yields 
_ 2 w 
c. 0 ~ ~ 
cp = - sin - sin .:::M.-
- a
2 (1 + 2.~) a a (60) 
a. 
The solutions given as Equations (57), (58), and ( 60) satisfy only 
l)&rt1a.Uy the bol.1D.dary cOIldi tlou. EquatioD8 (55) and (56). Equatlona (55<:), 
(55d), (55e), (56c), (5&1) &ld (56e) are fulfilled caapletely; however, 
Equations (5"'), (55O), (56&), and (56b) are aatis:fied only on the 
average. 
Equation (52) and the bound.a.ry condition Equations (55a), (55b), 
( 56&) and (56b) CaD be replaced by the corre"ponding integral ex-
pressions trca Equation (20). Tbeae are given as Equation (61). 
& a J I [<Dl + D2}·i'·w - WxxFyy - <i + Wyy} Fxx 
o 0 
a· a 
+ 2 y F + k ~ c, 1 hdxd:y + J [( F + N *) &i J dy ( 61) 
xyxy . Y-:I 
. 0 
Wi th the e~ceptiOll ot the di.pl.acementa u aDd v, eve~h1ng is 
now kDo'wD. in Equation (61) in tenu or Yo' To detel"ll1u.e li, v consider 
Equa.tions (1) and (4). Equations (1) and (4) la&y be used to obtaiJl 
y2 y2 
Nil = Bi [u -~ + ~ + ~(v - jl + -l)] (62&) 
ix 11. 2 iy R2 2 
2 2 y w 
N. 2i ::: Bi r y - ~ + J. -+ "'( u -.:!.- + --!)1 (62b) I 1 Y R,.. 2 ix R., 2 
1_ - C .J....J 
1 = 1, 2 
As defined previously 
and 
11 
= -F 
xy 
(64a) 
(64b) 
(64c) 
_Substituting Equations (62) into Equation (64) and solving tor u 
and v yields 
F - J.L F y2 
u = _'YY ____ xx ___ + (:!... _ -!) 
x ( 2) ( ) RI 2 1 -" Bl + B2 
( 65a) 
F - fJ. 'F 
v z ----yy~--.... yy'---
y (1 - ~2)(BI + B2) 
( 65b) 
-2 F 
u + T. =- _-__ ....-xyoa....-....... - W W 
Y X ( 1 - J.L) (B1 + B2) x y 
( 65c) 
Letting Rl = -, R2 = R and substituting the results of Equation 
(57) and (58), Equations (65) may be integrated to g1 ve for the 
proble. UDder consideration 
2 2 
Yo .. 2 w .. 21l 2 :Xv 
U = - "8 "2 x - 16& .in & x (2 sin -: - J.L) 
a 
w * 
+ (1 - u)·...2..! cos !! ain ~ _ Nx 4 It. a a C1 
v = 
v * ~- 0 a ~ :Xy Nv + - - sin - cos -'- + ~ :.:.Lc R" 11 a 1 
( 66a) 
(66b) 
Usirl8 t~ results of Equations .(66). (57), ()8) and (60) in the 
integral ~ .. t.1OO (61) and c~ out tbe lDtecrat101l yields 
4 C 2 - 4 r J( 1 & k :x L (Dl + D2 ) a 2 + lb R2 + -2---2'J(-2--
a (1 + 2"" k) 
( 67) 
a 
* Solving for N there results 
18 
C .2 
J. 2 
v +-- v 
o 8 a2 0 
(68) 
Dropping the non-linear teras the critical. load i8 obtained 
where k, k, and C1 are given by Equations (;1), (54) and (59). 
,Equation (69) gives the upper critical load just as the shell 
snaps through. The lower critical load which corresponds to the snap-
through condition mAY be obtained by consideriq the non-linear terms. 
D1:rrerentiating Equation (68) vi th reapect to v and solving for 
v yields 0 
o 
4&2 
v = lL (1 - Ji) 
o • R 
(70) 
Substituting Equation (70) into Equation (68) gives the lover value or 
the critical load N~ which reaults after loa. ot stability. 
~ ~ 
* * 2Cl (l - ~)~ &~ 
NL = Nu - 6 2 
.. R 
A measure of the energy loss reaultiq trcm sbell buckling may be 
obtained by investigating the ratio o~ the upper and lover critical 
lea.d5 for the various parameters ot the ahell. 
or 
* N 
u 
* _ 2::~ 2 2 N (1 -~) !-
u . J( R2 
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where 
(74) 
A Dl&Xim.um value of E aay be determined by con.idering only the 
middle term in the denarlnator of Equation (74). 
and 
E = ~ (1 - ~)2 = .046, for ~ z 0.25 
" 
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FIGURE 1 FORCES ON THE SANIWICH SHELL ELEXENT 
h Neutr&l -+--Ax-:--:1~s--"'" u 
FIGURE 2 PWT OF u - DISPLACPXENTS THROUGH 
THE THICKNESS- OF THE SHELL 
All Edges Simply Supported 
FIGURE 3 SQUARE CURVED PLATE SlJBJ':ff:TED 'ID UNIAXIAL LOADING 
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